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臺北市立興雅國民中學 101 學年度第 1 學第 3 次定期評量 9 年級英語科試題 

三、克漏字測驗：（每題 2 分，6%） 

I am Paul, an 18-year-old college student from the US. I joined the Net Pal Program out of my 
love to help others and interest in Chinese culture. My Net Pal is a Chinese boy   33   Ping. We have 
a lot in common. We both love Mickey Mouse and   34   basketball. Ping hopes that he can grow up 
to be an NBA player someday! Video chatting with Ping has been a great experience. He showed me 
many wonderful things   35  , such as the beautiful red lantern which is hung up high for the Spring 
Festival. I am going to China during the summer and I will surely visit Ping. I am so excited! 
 
  inhabited 定居  kiwi 奇異鳥  inhabit 定居 

33. (A) who named   (B) which is     
(C) that his name is  (D) whose name is  

34. (A) playing     (B) play    
(C) to playing     (D) played 

35. (A) which is used to celebrate festivals   (B) that I have never seen before 
(C) until a holiday is coming              (D) because of their strange shapes 

 
 

四、閱讀測驗：（每題 2 分，8%） 

Of all the animals, the chimps are closest to humans. In fact, chimps share as much as 98% of 
human genetic blueprint. That means humans and chimps shared the same ancestor millions of years 
ago. Let's take a look at the facts about chimps. 
 The adult chimp is around 1.7 meters tall and weighs around 70 kg. 
 The chimps can use their strong and long arms to climb on trees. 
 The arms of chimps are longer than the legs, so the animals use all two legs and two arms to 

walk on ground which is often called knuckle-walking.  
 The lifetime of chimps is 30 – 35 years around. 
 The chimps need sleep up to 9.7 hours each day. 
 The chimps cannot swim. 
 Chimps have long been known as a kind of an animal that use tools to hunt. For example, they 

dig out insects with a large stick, which they lick and get the insects glued on. 
 They also use stones to break open nuts or use leaves, like sponges, to soak up drinking water.  
 Chimpanzees can even be taught to use some basic human sign language. 

 
  & genetic blueprint 基因藍圖    ancestor祖先   lick舔     sponge 海綿      soak up 吸 

42. What is the best title of the reading? 
(A) Chimps Are Close To Humans  (B) The Difference Between Chimps And Humans 
(C) Fun Facts About Chimps   (D) Life Styles of Chimps 

43. Which picture shows the action of “knuckle-walking”? 
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(A)  

 

 (B) 

 
     

(C) 

 

 (D) 

 

44. In the reading, which is NOT a tool for the chimps to hunt? 
(A) Leaves.     (B) Sticks.     (C) Sponges    (D) Stones. 

45. Which is true? 
(A) Chimps can communicate (溝通) with humans by the simple sign language. 
(B) The chimps can stay in the ocean to collect sponges. 
(C) Humans and chimps are totally the same kind of animals. 
(D) The lifetime of humans is shorter than that of chimps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ans:  D A B  C D C A 
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Teacher’s Notes: 
三、 Net Pal 

 http://zerodenglish.weebly.com/personal-net-pal-stories.html 

 
四、 Facts About Chimps 
該文章取自多個網站資源改寫而成。審題老師考量學生程度修題過，可上興雅國中網站＞段考

試題下載。此處呈現的是我原先的版本。 
 http://www.kidsplanet.org/factsheets/chimpanzee.html 
 http://www.facts-about.org.uk/facts-about-chimpanzees.htm 
 http://animalstime.com/chimpanzee-facts-for-kids-facts-about-chimpanzees-for-kids/ 
 http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/kids/animals/creaturefeature/chimpanzee/ 
 http://www.buzzle.com/articles/chimpanzee-facts-for-kids.html 
 http://kids.yahoo.com/directory/Science-and-Nature/Living-Things/Animals/Mammals/Primates/C

himpanzees 
 http://lifestyle.iloveindia.com/lounge/facts-about-chimpanzee-1590.html 
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http://lifestyle.iloveindia.com/lounge/facts-about-chimpanzee-1590.html

